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[Jadakiss]
uh, ah ha,
D-Block,
yep

At the end of the of the day what does it all amount to,
words is too strong to be sold over the counter,
industry is like a nightclub and Im the bouncer,
so i don't give a f-ck what you can sell an ounce for,
nah, that aint the topic of discussion,
its the music y'all n-ggas think its knocking its
disgusting,
i'd just rather pull it out cock it and then buss em,
it feels like you plugged into a socket when you touch
em, hot,
aint a thing for me, pain then glory,
temporary thugs exchange the same story,
thats why i'm still militant still killing it,
as soon as it enter the blood stream start feeling it,
and its all good, as long as you know what you dealing
with,
knowledge of the game i got im concealing it,
im talking to all of ya, put the 4-4 to ya,
kiss is a warrior, this is euphoria,

[Rakim]
You know what this is,
NYC,
the triumphant return,
uh ah,

Remember being introduced to rap or your first rhyme,
its pivotal, like a fiends first high,
hustla's first rhyme,
playa's first dime,
unforgetable like a ladies first time,
we bringing Euphoria back, you can call it the 2
formula,
news songs or a track,
so where my two warriors at,
lets move the bar to the max
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the new order, New York we adapt,
the birthplace of hip hop, yeah it is the model where
swagga is born
we set trends to follow,
the home of the Garden, go getta's
and my flow aint a city, been so broke lyrics since
Cairo,
Hiero-glyphic graffiti painted veiws
slang language is told just aiming a few
some claim to do that thing that you do
till your famous or just love for the game, this bangers
for you.
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